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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are three protocols that collect flow data from network devices, such as routers, and send
this data to IBM Security QRadar SIEM V7.2.8?
A. NetFlow, Packeteer and syslog
B. NetFlow, IPFIX and syslog
C. NetFlow, rsyslog and sFlow
D. NetFlow, J-Flow and sFlow
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
NetFlow, J-Flow, and sFlow are protocols that collect flow data from network devices, such as
routers, and send this data to QRadar.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user brian is configured to use the bash shell. His home directory is /export/home/brian, and
contains a .profile and a .bashrc file.
In the -profile, there are these lines:
genius =ritchie
export genius
In the .bashrc us this line:
genius=kernighan
In /etc/profile are these lines:
genius=thompson
export genius
When brian logs in and asks for the value of genius, what will he find, and why?
A. genius will be ritchie because variable settings in .profile take precedence over variable
settings in .bashrc.
B. genius will be ritchie because .profile executes after .bashrc.
C. genius will be thompson because /etc/profile system settings always override local settings.
D. genius will be kernighan, because .bashrc executes after .profile.
E. genius will be ritchie, because that was the value exported in .profile.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A network administrator needs to aggregate 4 ports into a single logical link which must
negotiate layer 2 connectivity to ports on another switch What must be configured when using
active mode on both sides of the connection?
A. 802.1q trunks

B. Cisco vPC
C. LLDP
D. LACP
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A vSphere administrator notices that sometimes they receive poor network throughput for
multiple port groups that reside on a vSwitch with multiple physical uplinks (vmnics). The
configuration on the ESXi host is identical to other hosts that are working properly in the same
cluster.
What should be done next?
A. Add additional port groups the v Switch.
B. Alter the failover order of the vmnics until a bad vmnic is found.
C. Add additional resources to the virtual machines that are powered on.
D. Restart Management agents in ESXi Direct Console User Interface (DCUI).
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.monitoring.doc/GUI
D- C4EA86FD-95CB-4DE7-A9E3-63F6BFC1A268.html
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